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Cluster - an aggregate or assemblage of pitches or sounds.^
- the "a-cluster" is primarily an aeolian-mode cluster.
Density - in general, the state of being dense, specifically: the 
quantity of anything per unit of volume or area.
- in music, the structural quality resulting from a cluster
being performed in a specific manner in the musical texture.
Density band - sustained performance of a density over a period of 
time.
- additive density band - a density band in which new elements 
are successively added, usually in a pre-set order, which 
modify the quality of the textural/timbral sound.
- moving density band - individual sounds in the density enter
and re-enter giving the effect of textural/timbral fluctu­
ation.
- static (or solid) density band - individual sounds in the 
density remain uninterrupted, resulting in a steady un­
broken textural/timbral effect.
- "chatter" density band - a moving density band in which the 
articulations of the sound entries are fast and erratic, 
resulting in a high ratio of non-pitched to pitched sound.
Density modulation - the process of changing from one density to 
another density.
^This definition of cluster is somewhat different from those 
currently in print because of the exclusion of reference to specific 
pitch intervals. The reason for this is that the author wished to 
include the possibility of non-pitched clusters, as well as the possi­
bility of "open-clusters", or cluster-inversion in the definition.
The term "aggregate", used in the definition, implies close relation­
ship of cluster elements in a sound-mass, but does not specify their 




Development - in general, the process of growth from something small 
to something large;
- in music, the process of growth from an original basic idea 
to a full expression of that idea.
Evolution - development leading to a specific end, which is often 
an intricate form produced by a series of (repeated) 
motions.
Free generation - development, but without the (necessary) use of 
series and/or repetitions of the original idea.
Generating cell - the basic idea: interval, interval pattern,
cluster or sound-entity which is the origin of that which 
follows. It is analogous to 'motive' in purely tonal 
music.
Heterophony - the simultaneous sounding of several variants of an 
idea, textual, melodic, rhythmic, timbral or textural.
Juxtaposition - the placing of similar or dissimilar music units
side by side without necessarily preparing their relation­
ship.
Layering - the disposition of instrumental groups in the texture by 
aurally perceptible strata.
-."functional layering" occurs when the compositional 
layering process involves instrumental groups each of 
which is performing a specific structural function.
Modulation - traditionally, a change of key within a (tonal) piece 
or the process of changing from key to key.
- more recently, the terra has been extended to other para­
meters, e.g., the metric modulation of Elliot Carter and 
timbral modulation in electronic music.
- here the term is used to mean the interlacing of structural 
elements in a changing texture in order to arrive at a new 
textural entity. (This, in a broader sense, is analogous 
to the process which often occurs in pivotal modulations
in the harmonic parameter in tonal music.)
Pillar - a verticalization (interval or sonority) which is being used 
as sectional divider, and may be a cluster inversion.
viii
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Serial - music which is usually, but not necessarily, non-tone- 
centered, and which has the order of succession of the 
units of one or more parameters pre-determined. Implied 
in the use of the word are the various non-hierarchical 
means for opposing the establishment of tone-centeredness, 
e.g., avoidance of regular use and patterning of consonant 
intervals in set construction, and the establishing of 
dissonance as a norm for aural perception; as well as the 
several compositional practices often employed in such 
music, e.g., the generation of the serial order of other 
parameters, or of the horizontal and vertical materials 
by interval cell, and the spacing and employment of 
textural elements in such a way as to avoid reinforcement 
of any pitch.
Texture - in general, the manner of structure; the structural quality 
resulting from the artist's blending of elements.
- in music, traditionally, the disposition and interaction of 
horizontal (melodic) and vertical (harmonic) elements, 
(assuming that music is two-dimensional).
- more recently, the term has been expanded to include for 
example, these other elements: thickness and range of 
instrumentation as well as the timbral effects of its 
use (orchestration); the overall effect of rhythmic 
heterophony; or the sound effect of "layering" of various 
types. (From this point of view then, musical texture
is multi-dimensional.)
Texture modulation - the process of changing from one texture to 
another.
Tonal - tone-centered music. Implied in the use of the word are the 
various hierarchical means for establishing tone-centered­
ness: major/minor diatonicism, modal patterning, and
pan-diatonicisra; as well as the several compositional 
practices usually employed in such music, e.g., motivic 
evolution, construction of simultaneities by specific 
reference to acoustical roots (as in tertian, quartal, 
and quintal stacks), and spacing and doubling of the 
texture so as to reinforce certain pitches.
Trope - additional text and/or musical settings interpolated into
the original body of a text for purposes of clarification 
or description.
ix
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION
s.p. s sul ponticello
s. t. £3 sul tasto
l.batt. legno battuto
ord. = ordinario
= fast, molto vibrato
Arv = slow, wide vibrato
= use chimes mallet
= non-metered
K— W
.....V- •-JC__t >1 i r
Speak words or play pitches indicated 
at the beginning of the box in fast 
repetition-groups in free rhythm. 
Avoid exact coincidence with other 
players’ repetition-groups.
K1— indicates performance lasts the length of the measure.
indicates performance lasts
the length of arrow in N-measures.
indicates performance lasts 7”.












Percussion: tympani (5, including piccolo tympani) (tmp.)
cymbals (12", 14", 16", suspended) (cymb.) 
tambourine (tam.)













All instruments scored in £.




Through a Glass Darkly is an original musical composition 
for double chorus and orchestra based on an original poem by the 
composer. The text of the poem follows below.
The ’four-movement work employs both serial and non-serial 
procedures, melodic, contrapuntal, and density writing, as well as 
the development of musical materials designed to reflect the imagery 
of the text. The poetic verses portray four ages of man: Birth,
Adolescence, Mid-age, and Old-age, and some of the difficulties of 
these ages. The overall feeling, however, is one of hope and 
optimism, since there is always an awareness of external Presence.
Specific features of interest in the work are: 1. the
ensemble instrumental dialogues of movement I; 2. the functional 
layering of instrumental groups in the texture of movement II; and 
3. the use of textual and musical tropes in movement III. Also of 
interest are the illustrative drawings opening each movement of the 
score which visually realize the idea of the text.
Beauty - glorious, new, tender, innocent 
from darkness to darkness.
Our kind, crooked by our doing; 
bent twig, fallen fruit 
abandoned by will to will.
Where is good? love?
xii
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Against wall, breakers of cries





They - thrive; I - hope.
* * *
Strung out, unresponsive, alien, dead. 
Winner, nor man, angel, ancestor.
Demon, devil, nothing . . . thing, 
Flesh, time, environ, conspire. 
Cry, from before, beseeching, blind;
Who can. . .?
* * *
Time - faint, fearful, fleeting, full.
Question, sorrow, pain? Will . . .  is. 
Yesterday, tomorrow, now, the same. 
being-Being; life-Life;
thought-Thought; center-Center.
Not alone, not by will, 
only gracious gift.
xiii




One of the principal goals of this work was to present 
sound imagery which was more or less directly related to the verbal 
imagery of the poetic text. There is ample precedent for this in 
texted music from Bach through the twentieth century. To label 
this process "text-painting” is less than adequate. All ideas must 
be clothed in tangible modes in order for other humans to comprehend 
them, e.g., myth, art, and indeed, words themselves. That two modes 
of representation must be dealt with is always the aesthetic problem 
of the composer employing text. It was particularly gratifying to 
the composer then, that the textual and musical imagery was perceived 
and represented with such visual fidelity by the artist, Mr. McGreal.
A second principal goal was to develop the use of density 
bands as a means of varied expressivity. Problems emerging from this 
goal were how to use serial techniques in the formation of densities, 
and how to combine serial/melodic writing with the use of densities. 
A third principal goal was to work in such a way that all the 
materials were developed by internal aural perception without refer­
ence to the keyboard.
1
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These goals have not perhaps been fully realized. However, 
the composer has discovered some of the limitations of expressivity 
and density bands, as well as some interesting ways of working with 
a pitch set. The goal of internal prehearing was in large measure 
realized. The a-cluster and its development as well as the construc­
tion of both serial sets and their full use in melodic and contra­
puntal passages were arrived at by purely aural imagery,
Basic Materials and Formal Processes
It was the composer’s intent from the beginning to develop 
basic materials which were both tonal and serial,^ and to use both 
tonal and serial processes in combination and juxtaposition. Tonal 
clarity is employed at the macro-formal level and serial techniques 
at the micro-formal level. Dynamics and texture are the most signif­
icant parameters at the middle level of the form.
There are two basic formative elements in the work: the
tonal a-cluster^ used both in density bands, and as a generating 
cell, and two pitch sets, which serve as the sources for the melodic 
and sonority writing, and for the order of new pitches in several of 
the additive densities.
^See Glossary, p. ix.
^See p. vii in the Glossary and p. 15 in Chapter III for 
further explanation of the a-cluster.
^ U o u g k  a Qdass
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The micro-formal (intra-section) process is freely generative 
rather than evolutionary, although there is, of course, some develop­
ment* The mid-form (intra-movement; section to section) process is 
both juxtaposition and development. The macro-formal (inter-movement; 
movement to movement) process is antecedent/consequent binary, a, b; 
a', b', tonally controlled by the overall cadence architecture and 
the evolution of the a-cluster.
Instrumentation and Texture
Texture and timbre have been considered equally as important 
as pitch, sonority, and text in the formation of the music. For 
example, the choice of instrument for a solo or ensemble melodic line 
depended on the motivic material and on the textual image being pre­
sented. The use or omission of strings with the choral a-cluster 
depended on how much sound-space was to be opened up in a given pre­
sentation . . .  a textural consideration.^
Specific textural devices employed in thick textures are 
1. 'functional layering',^ 2. textual and linear heterophony,and
•*The concept of sound-space is admittedly subjective. Any 
composer who places instrumentalists in the audience, for example, 
or uses speakers to surround or criss-cross a space with sound is 
dealing with the idea. In this work the activation of sound-space 
has been a consideration, especially with regard to the audience's 
perception of the various versions of the a-cluster.
^See p. viii in the Glossary.
5This is, in effect, a type of textural layering.
eTUougli a Qdass
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3. antiphony between the two choruses and between chorus and orches­
tra. A.11 wind instruments are scored in c.
Use of Chorus
In many sections, the chorus is used as a part of the orches­
tral texture (see movement II). Here, untexted use of voices on the 
syllables "tah" or "tuh" carry the same dynamic markings as the sur­
rounding instrumentation; these choral lines are instrumental in 
nature and as such add to the overall texture. However, when the 
chorus 1̂3 carrying a text, the dynamics reflect its greater promi­
nence in the texture. Elsewhere, solo voices appear in equal ensemble 
with instruments, for example, the opening of movement I, and sections 
3 and 4 of movement II.
The manipulation of the choral a-cluster in movements I and 
III, and in the accompanimental antiphonies of movement IV, is 
essentially an application of the processes of 'orchestration1 to 
choral sound. Only in the closing sections of each movement is there 
a genuinely separate handling of the chorus.
Notation and Meter
The notation used has been either conventional notation or 
notation which has been fairly well standardized in the past decade 
and a half. Nonetheless a Glossary of Notation has been included both 
at the opening of the score and at the beginning of this paper, p. x.
QTi^ougk a Qfiass
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Meter has been employed throughout the work in the melodic and con­
trapuntal sections. In ensemble sections which employ a degree of 
indeterminary, 'N-raeter'^ and time lines were used.
A discussion of the text and its setting, tonality and 
atonality in the work, and a detailed analysis of each movement 
follows.
\
^N-meters are placed in measures that have their own internal 
rhythm which is not necessarily related to the rhythm of surrounding 
measures.
^ U o u g k  a Qdass
CHAPTER IX 
THE TEXT AND ITS USE 
The Poem
The original poem has been written from the viewpoint of a 
strong Christian commitment and influenced by some perceptual 
implications of that view.-' The four verses are four ages (or stages) 
of the seven ages of man. The ones represented by the poem are:
I. - Birth/Childhood, II. - Adolescence, III. - Mid-age, IV. - Old- 
age. These ages, of course, may or may not be completely chronological 
by decade as in the ideal seven-part model of this concept. Instead, 
they may prescribe stages of maturity which overlap rather than occur 
successively. Therefore, while the poem and the musical setting are 
put in chronological order, there are both anticipations and back- 
references in the musical images.
In reading the poem, the third person point of view should be 
taken until the final line of each verse, when it then becomes first 
person. All the verses are pregnant with visual, aural, and conceptual 
imagery. For this reason, the composer has attempted to realize images 
as concretely as possible in several ways. First, the basic ideas of 




movement. Second, the conceptual imagery of the poem proper has 
seemed to lend itself to a somewhat didactic approach. Therefore, 
all texted portions are set in syllabic or nearly syll'abic style. 
Dialogue, antiphony, or textural sparcity have usually been employed 
when text occurs, in order to remain in keeping with this overall 
intent of clarity rather than obscurity, realistic musical images 
rather than veiled ones, and direct handling of the verbal/musical 
material rather than elaboration.
Third, a process has been employed which, in keeping with 
the goal of clarity, involves textual and musical expansion for the 
purpose of description and/or clarification of the poetic text. This
i
process is 'troping* and occurs sometimes as interpolation (as it has 
historically), and sometimes as part of an heterophonic simultaniety, 
or as a line emerging alone from the surrounding texture.*-
Fourth, the aural images have been designed so that the 
performers will better perceive and therefore better perform the con­
ceptual images. Examples are: "bent twig, fallen fruit" set to
descending ninths for the sopranos and altos in movement I , mm. 52- 
53; the tension of the words "strung out" reflected by the a-bb 
tension in the opening choral section of movement XX; and the setting 
of "flesh, environ, time" to interval pillars for the chorus in 
movement IXI, mm. 35 and 50.
^See Movement IV, mm. 18 ff.
u U o u g fi a Qta22
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The Musical Setting of the Poem
Verse 1. Beauty - glorious, new tender, innocent 
from darkness to darkness.
Our kind, crooked by our doing; 
bent twig, fallen fruit 
abandoned by will to will.
Where is good? love?
The first verse of the poetic text conveys, from an ob­
server's point of view, the state of man in his beginnings (indi­
vidual or universal), then poses the questions resulting from this 
observation . . . where is good? where is love? The music sets 
forth that state in the a-cluster, at first innocent, soon sullied, 
and always subject to dissonant influences. The resulting aliena­
tion is interpreted as abandonment and gives rise to the questions 
which are set to cell "x" ?•
In addition to the a-cluster, which chorally structures 
the first movement imagery, and the homophonic settings of cell "x", 
there are three woodwind trio-dialogues which function in two ways: 
they initially present the basic serial sounds from which most of the 
melodic and clearly vertical-sonority portions of the work derive, 
and they act as a perceptual foil to the on-going structural develop­
ment of the a-cluster.
nSee p. 18, note 2 for explanation of cell "x",
^TUougfi a Qlkiss
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Verse 2. Against wall, breakers of cries





They thrive; I - hope.
The second movement expresses the doubts, questions, and con­
fusion of adolescence in ever-increasing "breakers'1 of dismay and 
complaint. Of all the movements, the text is most obscured here by 
the texture of the orchestral/choral sounds and by the truncated, 
explosive setting of the some of the one-word questions. From the 
final homophonic questions emerges some guarded optimism. The 
a-cluster is never directly present in this movement and the micro- 
formal organizational principle is a more physical one--the septuple 
rhythmic ostinato.
Verse 3. Strung out, unresponsive, alien, dead. . .
Winner, nor man, angel, ancestor.
Demon, devil, nothing . . . thing!
Flesh, time, environ conspire.
Cry from before . . . beseeching, blind;
Who can . . .?
^ b o u g l i  a QCass
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The tension, of the third verse is directly expressed in the 
tension of the ja-b conflict present throughout the third movement.
It starts as a single dissonance; but soon many more dissonances 
begin to color the basic one. The a-cluster never does appear in 
the body of the movement without this tension. The increasing inter­
polation of several musical and textual tropes, ends in confusion 
and choral screaming of the text: "Cry, from before, beseeching,
blind" set to the b^-a_ interval, and a further question: "Who can
deliver . . .?" set to its sequence, .c-blj. Here the body of movement 
III ends. The following section is both its coda and the bridge to 
the final movement. In this section, the a-cluster emerges to pro­
vide a solution to the continuing verbal confusion, that is both 
reminiscent of the beginning and interposed from outside of the 
course of the poetic text.
The Tropes.
Trope I: (Chorus II, basses, mm. 12 ff.)
And though this world with devils filled 
Should threaten to undo us. . .
Trope II: (Chorus I, mm. 17 ff. and 27 ff.)
Demon, whoever, whatever, loathsome, foreign 
Pervade, invade, pervert 
Muddy, smear, shrink








Trope Ilia: (instrumental,mm, 40 ff. except for solo
alto, mm. 47-49)
Flesh, familiar tyrant . . .1
Trope Illb: (Chorus I & II,mm. 53 ff.)
(Flesh, environ, time . . . CeacH])f
Tyrant of naked want . . .
beguiles and makes mind, sight, sense - a god I
conspires to make the world - a godI
^(flesh, time) conspire to trap - the soulI
Trope IV: (solo tenor chant, m. 63 & m. 67)
-quis me liberavit de corpore mortis hujus?
-Gratia Dei per Jesum Christum Dominum nostruml
Tropes Va and Vb: (Chorus II, tenors & basses, m. 68)
Va -on earth is not His equal.
.Vb -gratias Domino.
The function of the tropes in this movement is highly varied. 
Trope I, the Ein feste Burg-trope, appearing in mm. 14 ff., is a 
derivative of the a-cluster and here quietly coexists with the build­
up of a counter-tonal peak opposing the a-b^ clash . . . more as a 
presence than as an active formative element. Further, it poses the 
germinal antecedent for the consequent reappearance of this trope in 
the coda.
Trope II, the demon-trope, is a textual spin-off of both 
trope I and line 3 of this verse, and functions clearly as
9 1 uougfi a QUass
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description.. Trope Ilia, the flesh-trope, an instrumental quasi­
jazz trio with slap-bass, is also descriptive and ends with a solo 
statement of the verbal idea from which the germinal motive of its 
lines derives. Trope Illb is the choral development of this trope 
material, and its parallel ideas are presented in homophonic textual- 
heterophony immediately preceding the final dissonances.
Trope IV, the quis me liberavit-trope, is a short tenor 
statement occurring simultaneously with the final question and 
emerging from it. The trope acts as the bridge to the coda, which 
in turn is a bridge to movement IV. The final tropes, Va, Ein feste 
Burg-trope 2, and Vb, the gratias-trope occur in the coda. Each is 
a different statement of faith, but merges into a union with the other 
at the end of the movement.
Verse 4. Time - faint, fearful, fleeting, full
Question, sorrow, pain? . . . will is.









Trope VI: (Chorus II and various spoken solos, mm.18 ff.)
- occurs with Trope 1-3*
Yesterday: - yesterday is but a part
- yesterday exists, a fragment of eternity
*- did we in our own strength rest. . .
Tomorrow: - after is a teeming wish
- tomorrow is a timeless hope
*- were the right Man on our side,
Now: - now is a link with beyond
- now is the experience of reality
*- Lord, Sabaoth is His Name;
Trope 1-4: (Chorus I & II, basses, mm. 47 ff.)
- on earth is not His equal!
The final verse is a textual synthesis of the several dilemmas 
of the first three, but with additional perspective. Question and 
pain remain in one's existence, as does one's will. Time, an,implicit 
element in the flow of the previous ideas of the poem, is confronted 
and dealt with; now is the link with beyond. Essential elements of 
one's experience: being, life, thought, and center are transformed by
a new element supplied from without as a gift of Love.
Likewise, the musical setting is a synthesis of previous 
imagery, but with a different perspective. The dissonances of question 
and pain are encompassed by the ever-widening influence of the d- 
tonality. Time, (the septuple meter, and the seven-second choir/string 
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of time: past, future, and present, receive careful heterophonic
scrutiny, including the further commentary of the Ein feste Burg- 
trope 4, which leads to the dissolution of septuple-rhythm as a 
controlling formal element. The d^-tonality in conjunction with 
trope 1-4, envelopes all the other recapitulated sound elements, 
which appear either complete or truncated, in a final resolution.
lIUou gfi a Qfass
CHAPTER III 
TONALITY AND ATONALITY IN THE WORK 
Tonal Organization - the a-cluster
The a-cluster is primarily an a aeolian mode, complete. It 
is sometimes truncated, sometimes extended or otherwise manipulated. 
In the first movement, the a-cluster represents innocence, potential 
and quiescent, the ground-of-being out of which all resolution 
derives. Its first presentation is as a moving density band ex­
tending down a tritone to e^, (mm. 18-19). Secondly, it occurs as 
a solid density band (mm. 26-31) and finally, it is extended outward 
to a different center, d (sounding with e, mm. 32-35). Conceptually, 
innocence once it is in existence, becomes almost immediately modi­
fied, and finally stretched out toward a different center, resulting 
only in questions.
The a-cluster is not actually present in movement II. A- 
cluster reference points occur in conjunction with other sonorities 
(trumpets, m. 15); by transient resolution (tyrapani, m. 20); and 
negatively, through a^ (choral bass/tyrapani, mm. 22 ff.) and b^
(mm. 27 ff.). There is, however, no direct reference to the a- 




In movement III, the a-cluster is brought into direct con­
frontation with challenging tonal elements: primarily b^, then b !j ,
d and f. A. new, chromatic statement arises and passes among the 
choral sections, ascends up to, and finally establishes a stable 
position of challenge on d.-f,“b (m. 15). Meanwhile, trope I, the Ein 
feste Burg-trope. an a major relative of the a-cluster, is presented 
by the basses of chorus II (m. 10), and co-exists more or less 
passively alongside the challenges to the a-cluster. Both are tempo­
rarily extinguished in a noisy choral/orchestral burst of 'chatter1 
density which includes a presentation of trope II, a text-trope in 
choric imitation.
The a-cluster reappears after the harsh m9 dissonances which 
close the body of movement III. In the coda section, the a-cluster 
and two a-derived tropes (Va and Vb) are used. These tropes start 
in contrary motion, move into parallel motion and end finally on a 
unison a.
The handling of the a-cluster in movement IV is direct and 
declarative. The cluster appears in three sequential fragments which 
realize the nature of time (ram. 18-28). The d-element is introduced 
in m. 30 and ultimately envelopes the a-cluster. Conceptually, 
innocence, with the passing of time, becomes affirmatively merged 
with something else . . .  or as the text states: " . . .  only Love."
uTuougli a Qdass
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The overall tonal architecture of the work is je - d and - 
jd. All dissonances do not resolve into consonance, but gain new 
perception on a larger level because they are encompassed by the d- 
sonority. Trope I is strongly stated by basses from choruses I & XI,
All elements, the challenging dissonances, the trope and the extended 
a-cluster merge into the larger Ground-of-Being.
Atonal Organization - the Two Pitch Sets
Besides the tonal material of the a-cluster, the melodic and 
sonority material (especially that of movements I and II) is based 
on two pitch, sets. The interval content of the sets is such that 
they are quite tonal. Triad patterns occur, but are used in the 
sonority construction in a specific manner.^ The other pitch patterns 
of the sets are employed as germinal cells of various types and used 
in the free generation of ideas. (Example 1.)
i 1
4 --- 1------— :— — -for ---o--- Hkr
t 9---- :-- g #  -2,' - „ ---:--- —/ X tl_ ...Zt * *e e*
Example 1. Set I and Its Germinal Cells
*See Movement II-Analysis, p. 24.
u U o u g fi a Qdass
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Cell "a" =* "sigh" figure, the figure from which 
all m2 and m9 melodic figures derive. 
Also the interval basis for a-b^ 
harmonic dissonance of movement III.
»'b" - interlocked 3rds (M)
"e" & "e1" 2= asc.M3 plus returning m3
"x" 2= tritone plus P4
»*.. - desc. P4 plus returning tritone
The idea implicit in cell "e" occurs in many forms. An example of 
how a germinal cell was generative of new material can be found in 
the use of the "e" cell: 1* as a melody expanded over an octave in 
the first bassoon solo of movement I, m. 1; 2. in a variant form in 
the soprano solo that opens movement II, section 2; and 3. extended 
to become another figure, cell "b", the interlocked thirds, which 
occur in the choral pillars of movement III (mm. 35 ff. and 50 ff.), 
and which also pre-exist in the Ein feste Burg-trope.
Set II is a derivative of set I; it has many of the same 
cellular ideas and its hexachords each contain four of the six notes 
of the corresponding hexachords of set I. However, it is a different
^The conceptual bases for cells "e" and "x" respectively, are 
"the beginning of knowledge" and "intellectual effort".
cfU ougli a Qfiass
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set and is used melodically to open movement II, and as a basis for 
the brass-sonorities in that movement.3 (Example 2.)
b
'hUrtltf* 1 1 j f
0  1— T—
1
d h  &
i
a
^  j . jLL'V "----- L  u *  V -n  & ... v ^  /t
uv 1 x  3 ‘ V jr t 7 * 1 tO H »fc
I 1-------- i * t _1 1 1 t
S i j i  d t  m i n  1
V)u , 7*t Ajrr* i 
clintt tilth g *L
Example 2. Set II and Its Germinal Cells
Cell "b" - interlocked 3rds (M/m)
"s" « sonority order
"major” = major triad
"minor" = minor triad




MOVEMENT I - ANALYSIS
Basic Materials, a-cluster 
Set I
Ins trumentation. Strings
Choir I, SSAATTBB 





Specific Features of the Movement.
Presentation of Set I
Presentation of a-cluster with development
Use of descending m9 melodic intervals*'
Use of textural modulation (this will be the 
basis of analysis in this movement only)
Begins on a-center; ends on _e-center
Closing questions of the text and final tonal 
center determine the antecedent nature of this 
movement on the macro-formal level
*The m9 is an octave version of the "sigh11 cell. Its 
appearance in this movement is germinal to its full-scale use in 
movement III. This cell appears both as a melodic development of 
















B. a-cluster: chorus I -a-cluster
A. Dialogue: fl/ob/bssn
BC. Recap of choral a-































»b" 6c "x” cells














This moving density band is a modified palindrome in SAT. 
(Compare m. 15 with m. 12 and the following measures; mm. 13-14 are 
free.)
th o u g h .  a QUass
CHAPTER V
MOVEMENT II - ANALYSIS
Basic Materials,. This movement does not contain the a-cluster nor 
any lyric melodic material. Its development lies largely in the 
textural, rhythmic and vertical-sonority parameters. The sections 
are each built dynamically and instrumentally to parody "breakers'1 
(2 to sfz or £f, by means of additive instrumentation). Each 
section successively increases in density and intensity to the end.
Instrumentation. Several groups of freely combined instruments and 


























-forms rhythmic and 
counter-rhythmic 
structure (basses 
have quasi-sung free 
rhythmic questions)
-asks final questions
^The idea of textural layering and differentiation of instru­




Specific Features of the Movement, The number seven is used as an 
organizing feature of this movement. There are seven breakers, a 
septuple metric ostinato, and several sections that last the number 
of beats which are multiples of seven or have seven as their last 
digit. There is flexibility in the application of the latter idea 
for dramatic and resonance reasons. The object of the use of a 
numerical pattern in this movement is the transfer of the primary 
control of the material from the tonal parameter, (the a-cluster) to 
the rhythmic one.^
Another feature specific to this movement is the derivation 
of the brass-sonorities from pitch set IX. These sonorities are 
derived in the following manner: the trumpets use a major triad in
second inversion in a three-note ascending pattern of root movement 
from hexachord I, #2-3-4. The tuba employs a diminished triad from 
hexachord II, #10-12-9, in counterpoint against the trumpets. 
(Example 3a.) To this is added one pair of horns in interlocked 
thirds (cell "b") with the trumpets and a second pair of horns dou­
bling the trumpets one octave lower. The trombone pattern uses
Conceptually, this signifies that innocence apparently 
gives way to another, more physical law.
uli/fOugti a Qfiass
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successive thirds at a tritone transposition to the trumpet thirds 
plus an added note a M2 below them. (Example 3b.)
a
I   L____ I
cL>hti n/s ht *L
Examples 3a and 3b. Brass-sonorities
There are five statements of this brass sonority pattern: 
one initial statement and four sequential statements. These state­
ments, while they are a basic pitch formation in the breaker sections, 
do not coincide with their sectional beginnings and endings. Rather, 
they are rhythmically stretched to freely overlap the breaker sec­















































oSee Examples 3a and 3b above.
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Section/Breaker/Group Instrumentation Material Measures
IV. 5. 
(21 beats)











-free, questions (e )̂







1. cl/vln/sop/vib -questions, 34-39 
cell "x"
2. brass-chatter -set II








3. via -free atonal





-each group = 40-46 
same functions
5. full chorus I -final questions
-homophonic 





The movement ends on a d-center, approached by a chordal, 
chromatic, surrounding-tone pattern: c#-eb-d. Present also at the
end is the descending melodic m9, this time e^-d. The homophonic 
sonorities and the final d-center determine the consequent structure 
of this movement on the macro-formal level.
u  Uougfi a Qdass
CHAPTER VI
MOVEMENT III - ANALYSIS
Basic Materials. This movement essentially develops the tension 
between ji-b*3, the use of choral and string densities, and the use 
of the pillars of interlocked thirds.*- Juxtaposition and develop­
ment are both employed as compositional processes. The form is 
sectional with each section containing its own material. However, 
there are large and small ternary implications within this move­
ment, bracketed in the outline below.
Specific Features of the Movement. Five tropes are introduced 
which, in large measure, are textually and structurally descriptive.
Outline
Section Instrumentation Material Measures
I. 1-16
a Fart 1. chorus I/strings cell; additive
development from set II 
#1-3; 4-6-8
1-5
a' Part 2. same varied repetition 1. 6-9
a" Part 3. same, plus -varied repetition 2 






chorus I, basses (12 ff.)








c Part 1. 
Bridge
d Part 2.











































-free variant from set II, 
#3,2,7,10...also 
controls order of entry




-pillars I and II 
developed
-ja-bb cell recurrence 
- »' n sequence
-solo trope IV emerges
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The harmonic m9, a-b^ remains the governing dissonance to the 
end of the body of this movement, except for the final 9th on b~£.
The questions and the dissonant close to the body of the movement 
make it antecedent on the macro-formal level.
0°Uoug{i a QQass
CHAPTER VXI 
MOVEMENT IV - ANALYSIS
Basic Materials. The final movement in its four sections recapitu­
lates several ideas from the previous movements. For example, the 
septuple ostinato from movement II recurs, this time at a slower 
tempo denoting the passage of time* The non-vibrato use of strings, 
which occur in movement III in a stark context, appear here differ­
ently, more peacefully. The a-cluster appears, transposed to e in 
the first section, but returning to a in the second section. The 
cluster is then finally absorbed into the d-centered sonority at the 
end. The brass sonorities in mm. 35 ff. are reminiscent of movement 
II and are based on cell nxn. Like movement II, each section builds
in texture and intensity to the end.
Specific Features of the Movement. The movement employs textual 
heterophonyl, (mm.18 ff.), overlapping ’’waves" of a full-range 
version of the a-cluster in antiphony between chorus I and strings 
at seven second intervals (also mm. 18 ff.), and the elimination of 
meter.2
\
*Like textural layering, the idea of heterophonic melodic 
processes has as a source, the oriental gamelan orchestra.
^Meter has not been used for two reasons: the rhythmic
ostinato maintains the structure where necessary, but conceptually, 
the whole problem at issue in the text of this movement is time and
its relation to Timelessness. Therefore, it has been appropriate to
structure the time-space more freely.
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ADDED: chorus II -a-cluster plus


















-"being" - completely d 
-"life" - _c#/eb surrounding-tones 
-"thought" =* cell "x"
-"center" = j^/b^, other a-cluster 
pitches, and f#
-"only Love" » final absorption of 
all dissonances into 
d-center
The final m9 interval resolved as a m2, e^-d. The cadence 
approach and tonal resolution make this movement consequent on the 




In conclusion, the antecedent-consequent pairing of the 
poetic verses is mirrored in the overall structure of the music.
In the poem, Adolescence gave some temporary resolution to the 
questions of Birth and Childhood, and Old-age resolves some of the 
Mid-age questions. On a larger scale, however, the second pair of 
verses is necessary to truly resolve the first pair. In the macro­
structure of the music, this is paralleled by the tonal cadential 
architecture: e-cl; a-̂ 3. A primary reason for the false resolution
of the second movement is the omission of the a-cluster. Its 
inclusion in the final, encompassing perspective of the d-sonority 
is the factor which really resolves both the last pair of movements 
as well as the entire work.
The many, many threads of conceptual imagery and related 
musical imagery can only be partially described in an analysis such 
as this. The major task has been to outline the objective structure 
of the musical setting of the poem, point to and in some cases openly 
infer some of the conceptual relationships. But in the final 
analysis, a large portion of such perceptions must be left to the 
individual listener.
■̂ Note the conceptual significance of the a-cluster cited on
p. 15.
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Born
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Where is peace? Where ie the Joy? Where is the song?
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Where is my place? What la the pl&n? Where la the goal?
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Who la man?Who ia Cod?
Who ia God? Who la man?
Who la man?Who }.s Cod?
mS Who 1b man?Who 1b God?
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